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Simp1ys1:.a"te<f,

the

gut issue underlying

t.he

so-called motor vehicle

"safety" problem is the number of Americans that end up dead, or mangled yet
alive, after motor vehicle crashes.

Despite gains, the picture remains grim.

In illustration, motor vehicle crashes produce more new quadriplegics and
paraplegics each year in the United States than all other causes combined.

l

Speaking only of the 70% of such individuals injured as vehicle occupants, in
1974 alone these new cases of spinal cord-damaged people -- mostly young,
mostly male -- totalled some 3,700, of whom about half went on to long-term
. 1 . 1,2
surVl.va
Stated differently, each year sees the addition of some 1,800 mostly
young people to the tens of thousands of earlier motor vehicle drivers and
passengers already in wheelchairs and neurological wards as the result of
crashes -- crashes in which inadequately-managed crash forces permanently
disconnected their brains from large sections of the rest of their bodies.
The process goes on year after year, and is the principal reason we are seeing
more and more young people in wheelchairs.
Many other grim illustrations could be cited.

For example:

Improperly managed forces reaching and scarring the brain in motor
vehicle crashes are a leading cause of epilepsy in the United
States.
Major damage to the face in motor vehicle crashes is by far the
leading cause of non-cosmetic plastic surgery.
On average, of every 1,000 boys reaching the age of 15 in the United
States, 6 die as the result of motor vehicle crashes before age
25 3 ,4 and some 600 are injured. S
By a wide margin, injuries in motor vehicle crashes are the leading
cause of death for American teenagers.
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According to the National Health Survey, the most scientificallyreliable source of such data, an average of almost 13,000 people are
injured* by motor vehicles in the United States each day; more than
four and one-half million U.S. residents are injured by motor
vehicles each year; and about forty-five million each decade -- about a fifth of all of the people in the country!

5

Small wonder the issue is increasingly a political and not just a medical
issue.
Nevertheless, even in the face of such huge amounts of human suffering
and tragedy, it is often suggested that the problem is overstated because the
risks of death and injury per mile travelled are low and declining.

There is,

however, a much more important and meaningful measure then such milageweighted statistics, namely, the numbers of deaths and injuries expected
during the lifetime of each vehicle.

It is, after all, the total of injuries

and deaths per vehicle during its lifetime (or, alternatively, where lifetimes
of different vehicles vary substantially, per year of use) that is the most
fundamental and useful measure of the effort and success of the manufacturer
in designing and building it to protect human life during its use.
Although the presently available statistics are far from satisfactory,
they are more than sufficient to indicate that present vehicle designs leave a
huge amount to be desired.

On the basis of reasonable estimates, during the

lifetime of every 1,000 new vehicles, they will be involved in somewhere

*The National Health Survey injury totals include persons whose injuries
caused them to restrict their usual activities for at least a day (including
the day of occurrence), who had injuries that were medically attended, or who
had both.
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--between 2, 000 and 3,000 trashes; kill,ori average-, more t!iail three people, arid
injure more than three hundred.*
Such illustrations do not reflect a situation newly burst upon us.

The

motor vehicle injury situation in its essentials is already many decades old.
It is an American tragedy.
history.

It is a situation with many aspects and extensive

Many needed things have been done, and many others need yet to be

done by many people, including by public and private executives and their
organizations.

(These things that need to be done are by no means exclusively

within the motor vehicle manufacturing and selling community; and 96% of the
Federal expenditures to reduce the country's damage to people and property
associated with vehicle use is targeted on aspects of the problem other than
improving the performance of new vehicles before, in, and after crashes.
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Nonetheless, there is much evidence that long-practical improvements in
motor vehicles would greatly reduce the totals of the maimed and dead, even in
many very severe crashes.

Despite this, it surely would be an overstatement

to suggest that vehicle manufacturers have shown aggressive leadership in
providing such life-respecting improvements.

In fact, it is already a matter

of American history that some manufacturers have fought -- too often
successfully, by many means, over a period now of many years -- to delay even
minimal improvements in vehicles.

It is also a matter of history that, when

*In 1916, there were 138,549,2g3 registered vehicles 7 , 45,181 motor vehicle
deaths and 4,611,000 injuries. The total number of motor vehicle crashes,
excluding property damagg-only crashes in which the vehicles were not
repaired, was ~8,400,000. On the basis of unrepaired damage surveys of
passenger cars it is reasonable to assume that at least an additional
12,000,000 such crashes occur each year. Using the above figures and an
assumed vehicle lifetime of 10 years produces the following estimates:
Number of deaths per 1,000 vehicles during their lifetime
3.26
Number of injuries per 1,000 vehicles during their lifetime
333
Number of crashes per 1,000 vehicles during their lifetime = 2,049-2,916.

=

=
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required by Federal minimum performance standards* to make such improvements,
manufacturers have often accomplished this in ways that leave their customers
and other users of their products essentially no margin of safety above the
modest, Federally-required minimums -- in fact, with so little extra that even
tiny variations in the Federal compliance tests produce

failures.~~

In considering this situation in which the American people are so
tragically the losers, and having been invited to give my thoughts in a motor
vehicle manufacturing context, I would like to suggest thoughtfully for your
consideration that over a period of decades, it has been commonplace
in the motor vehicle manufacturing community for the so-called safety issue to
be misunderstood and misdefined, for things about it to be believed and
propagated that are not so, and for actions to be taken that have done and
continue to do fundamental damage to the interests of vehicle manufacturers
themselves (and of others such as car dealers) -- with the unhappy result that
far more people have continued to be hurt than would otherwise be the case.
But there is also evidence that some major companies are shifting in
directions which will make their records in the future better than in the

*The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, Public Law 89-563,
September 9, 1966, states that "motor vehicle safety standard means a minimum
(emphasis added) standard for motor vehicle performance."
**In illustration, one manufacturer in contesting an "Initial Determination"
by the National Highway Traffic Administration that its testing of one of the
manufacturer's 1977 vehicles for compliance with the fuel spillage
requirements of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 301 had found it to be
in non-compliance, stated, " ... It would be improper to find a vehicle out of
compliance on the basis of a test conducted at a performance level in excess
of the requirement of the standard, no matter how slight ... " (emphasis
added). The manufacturer then went on to argue, inter alia, that, "It is
clear that the actual barrier speed could haYi been at least .19 mph over or
under the reported test speed of 29.93 mph."
(emphasis added) The standard
requires it to pass a 30 mile per hour rear impact test.
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In i lllist. ration ,

work Ts~ vlell adVahced irii;bme company back rooms on

automatic ("passive") crash protection systems (employing air bags) which will
give superior protection in frontal crashes, including pole crashes, at speeds
greatly in excess of the 30 mile per hour barrier crash-testing speed required
in the Federal standard.

Moreover, since the real-word crash injury

experience of specific makes, models, and series of cars of the coming model
years will be routinely determined on the basis of insurance data, and
published (and used by insurers, some of whom are developing their own,
parallel data) as is now beginning to be accomplished by the Highway Loss Data
Institute, there will be increasing incentive for manufacturers to do far
better than just meeting the minimum federal standards.
It is also likely that the U.S. Department of Transportation sooner or
later will begin crash-testing at least some new vehicles to determine the
extent to which their designs and construction actually have been chosen to
reduce injurious crash forces.

Since the agency's statutory mandate requires

it to be concerned generally with reducing crash injuries, and not merely
those at and under the quite low test speeds specified in its "minimum"
standards, it should be expected to do such crash force-reduction evaluations
at considerably higher speeds -- evaluations the results of which would,
needless to say, be public property.
It was Hugh De Haven who, in classical scientific and engineering papers
published in 1942 and subsequently, first let the cat out of the bag by
showing from a quantitative, engineering standpoint (as many others have
since) that the human body is so rugged that it can take, with much less
injury than it usually sustains, the huge but very transient forces of crash
decelerations -- provided that body is properly packaged.*

Stated dif-

*See, for example, references (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), and (17).
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ferently, you have known scientifically since 1942 that large numbers of those
injured in motor vehicle crashes in each of the subsequent years would have
been far less damaged, and often not damaged at all, if De Haven's then
revolutionary discovery as to how to better preserve life and limb amid the
hazards of the transportation environment had been implemented to the maximum
practical extent.
I believe that there is considerable evidence that it is just this tragic
discrepancy between the scientific knowledge of the great crash forces the
body can take and how those forces can be practically managed, on the one
hand, and their application in the design, construction, and sale of motor
vehicles, on the other, that continues to underlie the bulk of the
safety-related public problems with which motor vehicle manufacturers see
themselves as confronted.

I believe also that these issues will remain and

grow for manufacturers, until -- by private initiative, actions of the
judicial, legislative, and executive branches of the government, or
both -- this lethal discrepancy is eliminated to the benefit of all concerned.
Moreover, similar points can easily be made concerning such parallel
issues as flimsy gas tanks, which the public and its institutions are at long
last finding out about and which they are also learning need not be that way
at all.

(Needless to say, it is not only the vehicle that presents lethal

discrepancies between what we know how to do and what is being done, as the
perpetual relining of our highways with telephone poles and other lethal
hazards we would immediately recognize as such if placed along runways for
.
aircraft also so trag1cally
demonstrates. 18 ' 19 , 20 )

Stated differently, I believe we are already years into an accelerating
transition in which the public and its institutions are becoming increasingly
aware that many of the maimings and deaths suffered in using highway vehicles
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not occur if vehicle and highway design reflected both longstanding scientific
knowledge and far greater respect for the lives of the American people.

In

short, I believe Americans are finding out that much of the time, they and
their loved ones don't need to die or be maimed just because crashes take
place, and they are reflecting this awareness through all three branches of
their government, through their press, and in other ways.

I suggest that any

manufacturers who have not already decided to do so would be well advised to
stop fighting this clear interest of Americans in staying alive and unmaimed
on the country's roads, and to start providing the real leadership and
aggressive competition on this issue, in the best spirit of the free
enterprise system, of which they are capable.
I do not know with certainty who actually fabricated that brilliantlynegative slogan, the deception that "Safety doesn't sell," but it is not so.
What is so is that "Safety isn't sold," by U.S. and many foreign manufacturers.

Buyers have even been strongly discouraged from ,buying safer cars.

In illustration, with respect to air bags, for example, The Wall Street
Journal, in a front page investigative report in depth, on November 11, 1976,
documented, as its headline put it, how "GM Failed to Push (the) Device:
(and) Dealers Discouraged Use ... ,,21

And, there was widespread dismay among

the readers of the Journal's piece at the statement it attributed to a GM
spokesman, commenting on a Kansas City physician who had walked away from a
violent head-on collision between his air-bag-equipped car and a city transit
bus, that the physician was "unusual because he is 'biased' in liking the
device.

'Anybody whose life has been saved by the air bag would be biased in

favor of it. ' ,,21
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Mi::;reover, there is substant.:i.ar evi.dence "t:.h.it AJnerican purchasers-of at
least some imported vehicles are especially interested in staying unmaimed and
alive.

A recent DOT survey found that belt use varied substantially among

major car models, and that the highest use was in a number of imported models.
This was true not only for users of cars made by Volvo, a company that has for
many years emphasized the crash worthiness of its vehicles, but for some
inexpensive imports as well.

22

It is commonplace that many Americans believe

that imported vehicles are generally "safer", and that this is a factor in
purchases of such vehicles.*

Are these purchases not evidence, then, that

"Safety does indeed sell" in these United States?

Moreover, is it not likely

that the market penetration of the imports will, to the extent to which safety
is in fact a factor in their sales, tend not to be reduced until Americans
believe the domestic products can do better in protecting them from harm.?
Challenged for evidence to support the "safety doesn't sell" slogan, its
proponents usually cite the supposed facts concerning the 1956 Ford.

Aside

from the questionable relevance of using a product and sales situation almost
a quarter of a century obsolete, and aside from the fact that the 1956 Ford
was hardly a winner as a car line, consider what Alex Haynes, Director,
Advanced Product Study, Ford Motor Company, told a congressional hearing in
1957 as to the actual facts.
The problem today is how to encourage the public to
purchase and use seat belts. To some degree, we can evaluate our success in gaining public acceptance of seat belts
by examining Ford Motor Co. sales. We announced the introduction of seat belts as dealer-installed accessories on
July 12, 1955, and since the introduction of our 1956 models,
*In illustration, reporting at length (in Automotive News, April 17, 1978) on
explanations by Bjorn Ahlstom, President of Volvo of America,for the higher
belt use rates in Volvos, Detroit reporter Robert W. Irvin noted that, "Next
to quality, Volvo owners say their most important reason for buying a Volvo is
safety. "
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belts have been available on all Ford Motor Co. cars and
trucks as factory-installed optional equipment.
Since the 1956 introduction, 160,000 vehicles were purchased with seat belts installed at the factory. In addition
over 200,000 belts have been furnished to dealers for their
installation.
While our sales figures are considerably higher than
originally anticipated, [emphasis added] we are disturbed
that the rate of seat belt installation has fallen off in
the last few months. Of course, this is due to a reduction in dealer orders for belts, which in turn reflects a
decrease in public demand.
It has been disappointing to us that the acceptance
of seat belts by many groups interested in highway safety
has been slow, and, as you well know, there has been a
small vocal minority who have generally opposed seat belts
on the basis of misinterpretation of data from a relatively
small number of accidents and tests.
In recent months, there have been many articles discussing the pros and cons of seat belts. These have further added to the confusion of the general public, and it
is little wonder that there has been a reduction in sales.
It may be of interest to the committee to know that
Ford Motor Co. has sold more belts than the rest of industry combined. Perhaps this is due to the fact that, with
the exception of Studebaker-Packard Corp., we have been
the only manufacturer to install them at the factory. 'For
this reason, our installed price is considerably lower
than the prices of our major competitors. Therefore, our
experience probably gives a more accurate reflection of
public's interest in ~3at belts than the overall experi
ence of the industry.
As Haynes indicated, Ford's belt sales, numbering in the hundreds of
thousands over a period of months, and at a time when Americans were far less
aware of the crash-protection issue, were "considerably higher than originally
anticipated. ,,23

Clearly, Ford's transient promotion of its safety package was

a success -- hardly evidence in any way supporting the tragically lethal dogma
that "Safety doesn't sell."
There is, of course, extensive additional evidence pointing to the firm
conclusion that the American people have for years been strongly convinced
that much more vehicle safety is practical and that manufacturers could, and
should, do much more than history shows them to have done.
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Iii illilstration, a FebruarY' 1978 Harris poll f()u.n.dthat, "When Americans
were asked to rate the importance of nine proposed improvements in the
nation's transportation system ... auto safety finished far in front, rated as
'very important by 83%.'"

Moreover, the same poll found that Americans by

three to one wanted to "spend more money" to improve "auto safety" -- the
action with the largest majority of support of all of the many specific
proposals the people were asked as to ways "to improve transportation in the
United States.,,24
There is also the evidence of years of judicial decisions.
1968, the landmark Evans and Larsen rule cases were decided.

plaintiff suing General Motors for damages.

In 1966 and

Each involved a

In Evans, the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Seventh Circuit decided that the manufacturer had no duty to
design his vehicles for the possibility of their being involved in crashes,
because the "intended purpose" of an automobile did not include participation
. co 11"1S10ns 25 .
1n

But in Larsen, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth

Circuit held the opposite, that an auto manufacturer has a duty to design and
construct his product so as to be reasonably fit for its "intended use".

The

court noted that,
... While automobiles are not made for the purpose of
colliding with each other, a frequent and inevitable contingency of normal automobile use will result in collisions and
injury-producing impacts. No rational basis exists for
limiting recovery to situations where the defect in design or
manufacture was the causative factor of the accident, as the
accident and the resultant injury, usually caused by the socalled 'second collision' of the passenger with the interior
part of the automobile, all are foreseeable .... The sole
function of an automobile is not just to provide a means of
transportation, it is to provide a means of safe transportation or as safe2Gs is reasonably possible under the present
state of the art.
Since then, scores of similar cases -- involving claims that motor
vehicle manufacturers had not properly anticipated that many of the vehicles
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more of their knowledge in the form of practical crash-injury reduction
measures -- have reached courts throughout the country.

Routinely, the

manufacturers have maintained that crash-injury protection was not their
responsibility.

Nevertheless, by 1978, virtually every court chose in these

cases to follow the Larsen Rule

that the manufacturer could be held liable

for not taking reasonable steps to safeguard people in crashes.

(In 1977, in

a remarkable departure from the customary, the Seventh Circuit Court, the
promulgator of the original Evans Rule, reversed itself in favor of Larsen.
In doing so, it pointed out that, " ... The intended use of a vehicle
encompasses the normal incidents of its being driven on the streets and
highways, including the potentiality of collisions ... ,,27)
When many of these cases were decided, widely diverse American juries,
themselves a cross-section of Americans, commonly reached the decision after
extensive presentation of evidence that the manufacturers involved could have
and should have done much more -- in short, that there was a discrepancy
between what the manufacturer in each case had done, and what he could, and
should, have done, to provide crash protection.

This is the same conclusion

that several state legislatures reached when, beginning in the early 1960's,
they forced strongly resisting auto companies to install belts in some
occupant seating positions.

Later, the U.S. Senate and the House of

Representatives, after long hearings, reached the same conclusion and passed,
by unanimous votes, the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966.
As I said earlier, it is not that "Safety doesn't sell"; it is that
"Safety isn't sold."

What is sold, too often, is misinformation about

life-saving technology, even when the technology has proved hugely successful.
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"Air Cushion Restraint System," as GM calls it.
As an example of failure to disseminate favorable information, GM in 1972
or 1973 made an enthusiastic,

10~

minute marketing film for its dealers very

strongly praising its Air Cushion Restraint System.

In emphasizing the

practicality of its system, it states for example that, "Naturally years of
research and testing have gone into the development of the Air Cushion
Restraint System."

28

(I note that though the film reached the National

Highway Safety Administration's docket, few car dealers or even GM employees
apparently ever even learned of its existence, and it is apparently not listed
by GM in its film catalogue nor made available for showing.)
In further illustration, by the spring of 1978, air bag-equipped vehicles
(1972 Mercurys, 1973 Chevrolets, 1975 Volvos, 1974-76 G.M. Cadillacs, Buicks,
Oldsmobiles) -- in an outstandingly successful field trial -- had been driven
over 500 million miles on U.S. and Canadian roads*, equivalent to over twenty
thousand trips around the earth at the equator, but one can search fruitlessly
to find this fact disseminated with any energy by vehicle manufacturers for
the information of the American people.
Even more tragic is evidence that decision-makers in vehicle
manufacturing companies are operating on and communicating relevantly
incorrect information, as the following two examples illustrate.

*By the spring of 1978, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, the nearly 12,000 air bag-equipped 1972 to 1976-2§del vehicles
placed in use had accumulated some 558,000,000 miles of driving.
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In attempting to hold off requiremenfs that they promote more automatic
("passive") crash protection to purchasers and other users"A- of their
products in"

auto industry representatives have stated in many private and

public contexts, both in and out of the United States, including in
Congressional testimony, that a combination of air bags and lap belts was
"only about 10 percent effective in reducing significant injuries.,,33
Tragically, that statement is hugely incorrect because the junior GM staff
study on which it is based had a fundamental deficiency.
We discovered this research deficiency because we had been puzzled by the
large discrepancy between the very favorable results of analyses of air bag
injury reductions in the real world (and of their reductions of harmful
decelerative forces in the thousands of laboratory tests to date) that had
been obtained independently by the U.S. Department of Transportation and
ourselves, on the one hand, and those reported by GM, on the other.

(In fact,

GM had noted that the discrepancy had "somewhat dampened our early
enthusiasm. ,,34)

*In a recent study it was found that of 192 people injured as occupants of 147
cars and station wagons, "about half were occupants of vehicles that were no
longer owned by the original purchaser, 59 percent did not own the vehicles in
which they were injured, 21 percent of the drivers and 74 percent of the
passengers apparently ~6r31not related to the owner, and 30 percent were less
than 21 years of age." ,
*i'''It is noteworthy that regardless of the crash speeds at which manufacturers
variously design their air bags to deploy, the passive protection they provide
is an addition to -- a strengthening of -- the passive protection already
present as a baseline because of prior DOT m1n1mum standards and manufacturer's initiatives. Much of this already-present protection -- for example,
in the case of crash padding and strong door locks -- functions below the 12
mile per hour speed mentioned in the Hearing, as well as above. It is not as
if a passive restraint requirement would start passive crash protection at the
air bag deployment speed, leaving the occupants unprotected at lower speeds,
but rather that they already have several kinds of passive protection at lower
speeds to which the proposed passive res§2aint requirements would be an
additional and substantial improvement."
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To determine independently if GM's methods and conclusions were sound, we
obtained through the cooperation of GM the data its staff had used.

When we

examined them, we were dismayed to discover that GM's analysis had failed to
consider the effects of multiple injuries -- a crucial omission because many
of those injured in motor vehicle crashes are injured seriously in several
parts of their bodies, and because such multiple, serious injuries (as
surgeons and medical research workers concerned with injuries have well known
for years) greatly increase the likelihood of death. 35 ,36

Consequently, we

reanalyzed the GM data considering multiple injuries resulting from crashes of
similar type and intensity involving active safety belt-equipped cars, on the
one hand, and air bag-equipped cars, on the other.

In doing so, we

concentrated our analyses on head, neck, chest, abdominal, internal, and lower
back injuries -- the types most frequently resulting in death or serious
impairment.

On this basis, analyzing crashes of all directions and types

combined,* we found that the frequency of serious injury was about 40 percent
less for the occupants of the air bag-equipped cars, or the same as the 40%
fatality reduction estimated by the U.S. Department of Transportation.

33

This

was four times the small significant-injury reduction figure stated widely by
GM and others based on the Company's deficient study.

*Institute researchers separately compared results of frontal crashes
(documented in National Highway Traffic Safety Administration files) of
vehicles in which front-seat occupants were using no restraints, those in
which they were wearing lap/shoulder belts, and those in which they were
automatically restrained by air bags. Both active lap/shoulder belts (when
worn) and air bags were found to substantially reduce the severity of injuries
to front-seat occupants of the full-size and luxury cars whose frontal crashes
were the basis of the study. In the more serious frontal crashes the air bag
protected occupants, 83 percent of whom were wearing no belts, experienced
greater reductions in the average severity of injurieS-(64 percent) than
occupants of such crashes wearing lap/shoulder belts (55 percent). The study
also showed that as the severity §~ the crashes inc~eased, the role of the
restraints became more important.
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The second example of decision-makers in vehicle manufacturing companies
acting on and communicating relevantly incorrect information comes from the
attachment of a letter a company executive sent to the President of the United
States several months ago.

The example in it relates to the intensive attempt

of Motorists Information, Inc., an industry group, to increase belt use in
Detroit.

In the context of lengthy discussion of problems faced by GM and its

industry, including a number of those involved in dealing with the federal
government, the communication to the President stated, " ... Recent research in
conjunction with a seat belt use advertising campaign sponsored by Motorists
Information Incorporated (MIl) indicates that public attitudes toward safety
belt use and actual safety belt usage can be favorably affected by well
conceived advertising .... "37 (emphasis added)
Unfortunately, as much as all of us concerned with this field would like
to greatly increase belt use, and despite years of extensive research by us
and others as to how to accomplish this,* the facts with respect to actual
belt use (the measure by which the success of any such effort must be judged
to succeed or fail) in Detroit as a result of the Motorists Information, Inc.
campaign do not support any such optimism.

Regrettably, in fact, they lead to

exactly the opposite conclusion.
Fortunately, driver seat belt use in Metropolitan Detroit has long been
directly observed, including by the Institute before, during, and after the
MIl campaign.

In addition, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

and MIl made observations in association with the campaign itself.

Figure I

gives the dismal results, including the results of our April 1978 observations

*By September 1977, the Institute, over a period of years, had spent over
$9003QO~9!g8research on its own and others' attempts to increase belt
use.'
Since then, its work on this subject has continued on several
fronts~ con59~~lating on attempts to increase the use of child
restra1nts.
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Driver seat belt use in metropolitan Detroit
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Surely no chief executive, in considering results of a campaign to increase
market penetration, return on investment, or any other more customary aspect
of his organization's activities, would be optimistic over such results.
No doubt, underlying both of the examples cited, the information
communicated had been handed up the organi.zational ladder without knowledge at
its destination that it was erroneous, but this in no way lessens the tragedy
of basing programs to reduce injury on misinformation, or of not having the
correct answers determined and used.
As I said earlier, it has been commonplace in the.motor vehicle manufacturing community for the so-called safety issue to be misunderstood and
misdefined, for things about it to be believed and propagated that are not so,
and for actions to be taken that have done and continue to do fundamental
damage to the interests of vehicle manufacturers and to many people.
the time has long since arrived for motor vehicle manufacturers:
to comment more constructively on government proposals
to reduce crash injuries;
to themselves propose needed Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
standards, including the substantial upgrading of the
standards from a decade ago that were intended explicitly
by the Congress to be relatively easy to meet "initial
standards"

26 ;

to show leadership in developing research safety vehicles
of many types -- instead of leaving the job, as at present,
to the federal government -- and in explaining objectively
to the public the specific injury-reduction goals sought
and the means of approach,

Surely
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and, as they so well know how to do, to exceed the federal
"minimum motor vehicle safety standards" both as freeenterprise competitors and to guarantee far less wastage
of life and limb.
In recent months there has been a marked, continuing increase in interest
in this general subject on the part of the public.

I believe this is far more

basic than such items of current interest as flimsy gas tanks and how they got
that way, as informative and relevant to the underlying problem as these may
be.

Members of the general public, and of the media, continually and

increasingly mention recalls, the federal Research Safety Vehicles, and the
extensive other evidence that even the newest vehicles are far less protective
of people in crashes than manufacturers know how to make them.

People simply

don't understand why this lethal discrepancy is not eliminated by either the
manufacturers or, if necessary, by the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Despite three generations of motor vehicle manufacturing, there is not
for sale anywhere in the United States or abroad a car, van, truck cab, or
tank trailer for hazardous cargoes that is not technologically backward from
the standpoint of the protection afforded people in the crashes that
inevitably occur.

This is true whether the manufacturer is in Stuttgart or

Detroit, Dearborn or Yokohama.
However, as I mentioned earlier, there is some evidence that some major
companies gradually are shifting in directions which will make their records
in the future far better than in the past.

Last year, Thomas A. Murphy, GM's

president, said to dealers, "It may be that we were late in recognizing the
extent of the public's individual and collective dissatisfaction with our
combined performance.

We were so engrossed -- as we need to be -- in daily

competition for business that we may have let ourselves grow out of touch with
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------·-··-~e

customer's need-ror satisfaction in a time of heightened expectations and

society's concern for environmental improvement and energy conservation.,,63
Let us all hope that that recognition includes the public's interest in
far better protection in crashes, and that great improvements in the ability
of new motor vehicles to protect people from harm will soon be evident to the
millions of people who are watching and waiting.
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